
Tiny Kix & Wee Petite:  This month we are covering Step/Passe, Arabesque and Bourree -- 
dancers are picking these up quickly as I am using a new class format that I hope is working 
well.  Tiny Kix is working on of their Spring Routines to the song Hot, Hot, Hot & K-1st (wee 
Petite) are doing a fun Cha Cha to Gloria Estefan's Conga!!! 
 
Wee Kix - the girls have been working hard on their Firebird Leap and Chaine Turns!  They are 
almost done with their new routine 'Firecracker'!  I hope to have a video made at next weeks 
class so they can use it to practice at home.  
 
Mini Kix - as we are cleaning up our routine we are making a few changes so it is crucial 
dancers come to class on time and prepared as possible.  I have reminded them that their 
attitudes and attention in class will determine how well they perform.  A major advantage for us 
will be the first week in March when we will be able to start using the gym to mark out our 
routine.  Please watch for additional practices to be scheduled as necessary.  thank you! 
 
Junior Kix -- repetition and confidence (in knowing kicks) is what we need in this class, once 
we have this down we can move on to begin our musical theater pieces  
 
Lyrical  - girls are doing beautifully -- the new routine is coming along great -- continue to drill 
your a la secondes, practice with a teammate to get the timing exact -- Double pirouettes are an 
are for improvement also. 
 
Upcoming Events 
 
Decorah Competition March 25th -- @ Luther College 
  
                 Performance Time // Arrival Time 
Mini Kix @9:12 am // 7:30am 
Wee Kix @ 12:35 pm // 11:00am 
Lyrical @ 5:15 pm // 4pm 
Senior Kix @ 8:15pm // 7:15pm 
 
Competition fees of $12 are due and are loaded in your dancers account.  please let me know if 
you have any questions!! 
 


